
 

 

 

The Old Strokes Senior League 

Day/ Dates/ Time: Tuesdays 7:30- 9:30 am 

   League Meeting: April 5th @ 1:30 p.m. 

   Practice Rounds: April 5th, 12th,19th & 26th   

   Regular Season: May 3rd- September 13th, 2022 (20 weeks) 

Make-Up Week: September 20th (Needs to be voted on) 

Playoffs: September 27th - October 18th, 2022 

Dues:   $85 (GHIN Handicap- $40, Year End Social- $25 & Prizes $20)  

Rates: (Subject to change) Ride- $37   Walk- $27  

Closest to the Pin: $2 per week (Optional- 1 front/ 1 back) 

Tees:   Gold Tees-  62 years and older  Red Tees- Women 

Format:  18 Holes Match Play League w/ 90% Handicap (Gold & Red Tees) 

Individual Match play is a scoring system for golf in which a player, or 
team, earns a point for each hole in which they have bested their 
opponents (1/2 point for ties); as opposed to stroke play, in which the 
total number of strokes is counted over one or more rounds of 18 holes. 
In match play the winner is the player, or team, with the most points at 
the end of play. The best score per hole is decided after handicap 
adjustments and the best net score earns the point. 

Match is worth 21 points 

• 18 points- 1 per hole 

• 1 point- Front 9 winner/ 1 point- Back 9 winner 

• 1 point- for match winner  

Schedule is Round Robin, issued at random so each player can play every 
opponent if number of weeks allow.  

Playoffs- Decided by the top 16 players in the point’s race at season end. 
Match Play Bracket of 16 to decide the Season winner. Tiebreaker decided 
by head to head match then total wins. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroke_play


Handicap: USGA GHIN Handicap applies. Each individual’s will get 90% of their 18-hole 
GHIN Handicap. For example: a 10 handicap for 18-holes will get 9 strokes and 
the full net value on the 9 hardest holes. This means they will get a stroke on the 
9 hardest handicap holes, therefore a bogey can turn into a par on the holes they 
stroke, etc. 

For example- Player A has an 18-hole adjusted handicap of 10, while player B has 
an 18-hole adjusted handicap of 16. Therefore player B will get one stroke 
advantage on the 6 highest rated handicapped holes (Ex: BVGC- #’s 1, 2, 9, 10, 13 
& 16). If Player A makes a 5 on #1 and Player B makes a 6. Each player will 
receive ½ points due to the tie and handicap adjustments! 

 Each hole will be completed due to need to fulfill handicap requirements. If a 
hole is not complete due to pace of play or another reason you must take score 
limit of double par, as long as it does not affect match scoring. 

Local Rules: If Tuesday is rained out and canceled by decision of the committee the week will 
become null and void, no make ups. 

 Match makeup can be completed by Friday of that week if both players are in 
agreement. The person who cannot make the scheduled Tuesday match will 
forfeit if scheduling cannot be met. ALWAYS NOTIFY PRO SHOP.  

Lift clean and place through the green. (AKA: Play the ball up)  

 Lift clean and rake in the bunkers and free relief of standing/ puddled water in 
bunker no closer to the hole outside the bunker. 

Out of Bounds & High grass will be played as lateral hazard. Ball can be played 
with no penalty from the high grass. Stroke for a drop if not found 

Drop Zones are used on #12, #14 & #18 for wetlands/ water areas 

#2 Drainage and #12 wetlands are free relief, no closer to the hole 

Scoring:  Scorecards will become official after each player reviews and submits a signed 
scorecard. All scorecards go in the appropriately box. Please write first initial and 
last name with date. 

Absentees: Result in forfeit for that leagues match and the opponent is rewarded 14 pts 
while the absentee receives 0 pts. 14 Points can be amended if the match is made 
up during the makeup week at seasons end! 

Goal: The goal of the league is to create a fun and competitive social atmosphere that 
focuses on the enjoyment of the great game of golf. We are all out here to have 
fun, let’s please not forget that. 

Schedule: **Will be released after the meeting based on team numbers** 



 

 

 

 

Old Strokes Senior League  

REGISTRATION FORM 

Sign-Up Deadline:  Tuesday, April 26th, 2022 
 

PLAYER 1: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 PHONE # ________________________________________________________________ 

 EMAIL:  ________________________________________________________________ 

 ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________ 

          _______________________________________________________________ 

 GHIN #  ________________________________________________________________ 

CLUB # (if handicap thru another course) _______________________________ 

Handicap Paid in 2022: ____________________ 

DATE PAID:  ______________ $85 CASH ONLY 

 

** Questions & Concerns email kruane@bellavistagc.com ** 

 

Limited to the first 48 players! 

mailto:kruane@bellavistagc.com

